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REMARKS

Applicant respectfully requests that the foregoing amendments be made prior to

examination of the present application.

Claim 8 has been cancelled without prejudice or disclaimer.

This amendment adds, changes and/or deletes claims in this application. A detailed

listing of all claims that are, or were, in the application, irrespective of whether the claim(s)

remain under examination in the application, is presented, with an appropriate defined status

identifier.

After amending the claims as set forth above, claims 1, 3-7, and 9-12 are now pending

in this application.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 112

Claim 8 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 1 12, first paragraph, for allegedly failing to

comply with the written description requirement. Claim 8 has been cancelled.

Reconsideration and withdrawal of this rejection is respectfully requested.

Rejection under 35 U.S.C. § 103

Claims 1 and 3-12 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as allegedly being

unpatentable over Hamacher et ai, Performance ofposition -sensitive germanium detectors in

nuclear reaction experiments, Nuclear Instruments & Methods in Physics Research, Vol.

A295, no. 1-2 (October 1990), pp. 128-132, (hereafter "Hamacher") in view of Luke etal,

Amorphous Ge bipolar blocking contacts on Ge detectors, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear

Science, Vol. 39, no. 4 (August 1992), pp. 590-594, (hereafter "Luke"). This rejection is

respectfully traversed.

The Office argues that it would have been obvious to modify the device ofHamacher

to provide an amorphous Germanium layer, citing Luke. Applicant submits that Applicant's

invention advantageously provides unexpected results which, as a secondary consideration,

demonstrate the non-obviousness of Applicant's invention. See MPEP § 2145, citing
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Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. at 1 7, 148 USPQ at 467 (1 966) and In re Dillon, 919

F.2d 688, 692, 16 USPQ2d 1897, 1901 (Fed. Cir. 1990).

See also Examination Guidelines Update: Developments in the Obviousness Inquiry

After KSR v.Teleflex, 75 Fed. Reg. 169 (Sept. 1, 2010), p. 53647 ("In accordance with MPEP

§ 2143 A(3), a proper rejection based on the rationale that the claimed invention is a

combination of prior art elements also includes a finding that results flowing from the

combination would have been predictable to a person of ordinary skill in the art. MPEP §

2143 A(3). If results would not have been predictable, Office personnel should not enter an

obviousness rejection using the combination of prior art elements rationale, and should

withdraw such a rejection if it has been made").

Enclosed with this reply is a copy of Detection Characteristics ofGe Detectors With

Microstructured Amorphous Ge Contacts, IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, Vol. 51,

no. 3 (June 2004), pp. 1 129-1 133, which is authored by D. Protic and T. Krings, the co-

inventors of Applicant's invention. Applicant notes that this article, and the evidence it

embodies, was not considered by the Board during the appeal of this application.

As discussed in the abstract on page 1 129, this article discusses position-sensitive

structures that include amorphous germanium contacts (a-Ge contacts) and results obtained

when the structures were tested.

On page 1131 of this article, under the heading of "Unexpected Results," the article

states (emphasis added):

Surprising results were obtained for o-particles impinging on the

structured a-Ge contact, as shown in Fig. 6. No coincident signals

were detected on the line which connects the two a-peaks [Fig.

6(a)]. At the same time the detector was irradiated with 661-keV

photons from
137

Cs. As shown in Fig. 6(b), "normal" coincident

signals generated by fully absorbed photons were spread on the line

that connects the two 7-peaks, indicating no charge losses caused

by the groove between the two strips .

As a result, Applicant's invention advantageously provides a surprising, unexpected

result by providing a low amount of energy losses due to charge loss. Such an

WASHL7524714.1
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accomplishment of a surprising, unexpected result rebuts any general allegation that

Applicant's invention would have been obvious over the combination of Hamacher and Luke.

Applicant notes that this article was written and published well in advance of the time

examination commenced in this application and before a dispute over the obviousness of

Applicant's invention arose in this application. Therefore, the surprising, unexpected results

described in this article are not the result of any reaction to an allegation of obviousness but

due to the objective testing of Applicant's invention.

For at least these reasons, reconsideration and withdrawal of this rejection is

respectfully requested.

Conclusion

Applicant submits that the present application is now in condition for allowance.

Favorable consideration of the application as amended is respectfully requested.

The Examiner is invited to contact the undersigned by telephone if it is felt that a

telephone interview would advance the prosecution of the present application.

Respectfully submitted,

Date ^r^-y
f
ZO?Q

FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
Customer Number: 22428

Telephone: (202)295-4618

Facsimile: (202) 672-5399

Matthew A. Smith

Attorney for Applicant

Registration No. 49,003
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Detection Characteristics of Ge Detectors With

Microstructured Amorphous Ge Contacts
D. Protic and T. Krings

Abstract—The established technique for producing posi-

tion-sensitive structures by means of photolithography and
subsequent plasma etching of grooves through detector contacts

was applied for amorphous germanium contacts (a-Ge contacts).

A simple 50-strip structure with a pitch of 61S /im was produced.

Charge sharing between two adjacent strips (33 mm length)

was investigated with the aid of 60-keV photons and 5.8-MeV
u-particles. No charge losses were detected when irradiating the

structured a-Gc contact of the 16-mm-thick detector with 60-keV
photons. The same was concluded for nr-particles hitting the

unstructured p+ -contact made by boron implantation. Moreover,
excellent position information for a-particles, with an accuracy of

about 30 fim, could be extracted in this case. Surprising results

were obtained for o -particles impinging on the structured a-Ge
contact. No coincident signals from the two adjacent strips caused
by rt-particles were observed. But a normally positive signal from
one of the strips occasionally coincided with a negative signal

from the other strip and vice versa. Using a cooled FET assembly
mounted near a strip, an energy resolution of 0.78 keV [FWHM]
for 60-keV photons was achieved and a slightly better resolution

for lower energies. Even better energy resolutions will probably
he possible, because the measuring setup was far from being

optimized.

Index Terms—Amorphous germanium contacts (a-Ge contacts),

charge splitting between the strips, germanium radiation detec-

tors, microstrip germanium detectors, plasma etched grooves, po-

sition-sensitive germanium detectors, structured a-Gc contacts.

I. Introduction

VERY recently, a new method for producing position sensi-

tive structures on germanium detectors having amorphous

Ge contacts (a-Ge contacts) was presented [I], The method

is based on the well-established technique for manufacturing

position-sensitive germanium and silicon detectors by means

of photolithography and subsequent plasma etching of grooves

through implanted or thin lithium-diffused contacts [2]-[4].

Position-sensitive structures on a-Ge contacts realized with

the aid of plasma-etched grooves obviously have several

advantages compared to earlier reported techniques where the

structures were created by metallic strips evaporated on a-Ge

contacts through shadow masks [5], [6], The gap between the

metallic strips (200-500 fim in width) and the region below

it represent a part of the detector where charge collection is

incomplete [6]-[8], as shown by measurements using 60-keV

photons. Measurements with a position-sensitive germanium

detector realized by ~60 /jm-wide plasma-etched grooves
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through the a-Ge contact [1] indicate that practically no en-

ergy losses were caused by the grooves. Unfortunately, these

measurements were carried out with relatively high-energy

photons (661 keV). To compare the results with those obtained

for structures fabricated by the evaporation of metallic strips

on a-Ge contacts [6j— one has to perform the measurements

using 60-keV photons irradiating the position-sensitive struc-

ture. Moreover, an even stronger proof of the influence of the

grooves on charge collection would be possible by irradiating

the adjacent strips with 5.8-MeV a-particles. Their range

of about 23 fim matches the groove dimensions quite well

(~50 /xm in width and ~20 /;,m in depth). Valuable information

about the charge collection efficiency in and across the groove

itself can be expected.

Furthermore, microstructures defined with narrow grooves,

even below 10 //.m, can be easily fabricated. To our knowledge,

the smallest width of the gap between metallic strips reported

up to now was 200 fim [9], But making smaller gaps with the

aid of photolithography should be feasible [10],

Another important aspect is how good an energy resolution

can be achieved with the elements of the grooved structures. Due
to the absence of germanium (relative dielectric constant =
16) in the grooves, the inlerstrip capacitance could be consider-

ably lower than in the structures without grooves (up to ~,r)0%

in our case) [ 1 1 ]. Moreover, for the same reason, the dielectric

noise contribution |12] should be smaller in the grooved struc-

tures. Both effects should enable superior energy resolution for

detector elements defined by grooves.

For this purpose, the first stage of a preamplifier should be

placed very close to the detector and one of the strips connected

by bonding to the cooled FET. The aim is to show that the de-

tectors with grooved strip structures could be connected to the

chip electronics, placed very close to the detector, which could

provide excellent energy resolutions for low energy photons.

II. Detector

For these investigations, the detector mentioned in [1] should

be mounted into the new housing. But during the transfer, a part

of the a-Ge contact and a region on the rim were damaged. To
eliminate the damage, the outline of the contacts was changed by

cutting the detector to a square of 47 x 47 mm2 having slightly

rounded corners and the a-Ge contact was removed by lapping.

The new a-Ge contact was prepared on the chemically etched

surface by the evaporation of a 0.10-/xm-thick amorphous

Ge-layer subsequently covered by a 0.38-/im-thick layer of

evaporated aluminum.

The thickness of the n-type germanium (estimated net impu-

rity concentration of 7 109 cm" 3
) was practically unchanged

0018-9499/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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and amounted to 16 mm. Apart from the new outline, the

boron implanted p
+ -contact (20 kV, 10 14 cm -2

) covered with

a 0.31-//m-thick aluminum evaporated layer was the same as

before.

A simple 50-strip structure with a pitch of 615 (im,

surrounded by a guard-ring, was produced by means of

photolithography and subsequent plasma etching of grooves

through the a-Ge contact [!]. The shape of the 33-mm-long

grooves and the cross section of the structured a-Ge contact are

shown in Fig. 1.

The detector was mounted in the housing shown in Fig. 2.

The negative bias voltage can be applied on the unstructured

p
+ -contact (isolated from the ground). The guard-ring of the

structured a-Ge contact is grounded through the two metal

clamps which fasten the detector in the housing. Several strips

can be connected to the printed board. One of the strips in

the middle of the structure can be connected by bonding to

the FET, which is placed close to the detector together with

the feedback resistor and capacitor in the original Canberra

assembly (first stage of the Canberra preamplifier, Model

2002). The neighboring strips can be connected by bonding to

the grounded guard-ring. An influence of infrared radiation on

the detector leakage current can be excluded by covering the

housing with the lid.

in. Measurements

A. Expected Results

1) Charge Splitting Between Two Adjacent Strips Measured
With 60-keV Photons Impinging on the Structured a-Ge Con-

tact: For the investigation of the charge splitting between the

adjacent strips, each of them was connected to an amplifier

chain. At the bias voltage of-1500 V (~500 V more than the

depletion voltage), the output signals Ej and E2 generated by a
241Am 7-source were shaped with a time constant of 2 ps and

fed to a dual parameter analysing system (Fig. 3). The events

registered simultaneously in the adjacent strips are spread

between the axes E x and E2 . Especially from Fig. 3(b), one

can conclude that practically no measurable charge losses were

caused by the existence of the groove between these strips. All

points on the straight band which connects the two 60-keV

peaks represent events coincidently detected in the adjacent

strips with the summed energy of 60 keV. Such a result was
already supposed in 11 J.

2) Charge Splitting Between Two Adjacent Strips Measured
With 5.8-MeV a-Particles Impinging on the Unstructured

p
+ -Contact: The same measuring setup as before was used

to study the charge splitting, but with a-particles hitting the

unstructured p+ -contact. As in the case of 60-keV photons irra-

diating the strips on the a-Ge contact, there were no indications
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Fig. 4. Measurement ot the charge splitting between two adjacent strips for

<» -particles lulling ihc unstructured p v contact at two different bias voltages in

2-D presentation, (a) - 1000 V. (b) -2250 V in 2-D presentation.

of any charge losses caused by the existence of the groove. This

conclusion is based on the result of the charge sharing showed

in Fig. 4. For the bias voltage of -1000 V (~ equal to the

depletion voltage), only a small part of the coincident events

gives the full energy of the a-particles, as shown in Fig. 4(a).

From this result, one can conclude that the electrons generated

by the a-particles have been laterally spread on their way to

the a-Ge contact forming a cloud about 1200 pm in width.

Furthermore, the maximum energy registered in either of the

strips does not exceed ~70% of the particle energy.

Even after increasing the bias voltage to -2250 V, not more

than ~90% of the particle energy can be registered in either of

the strips, as shown in Fig. 4(b). But in this case, the full energy

of the a-particles is registered in about 90% of the coincidental

events. Therefore, the width of the electron cloud collected on

the a-Ge contact for this bias must be more than 615 pm.

In addition, excellent position information for a-particles hit-

ting the unstructured p
+ -contact can be extracted from the 2-D

spectrum shown in Fig. 4(b). A straight line connecting the

a-peaks on the axes Ej and E2 can be achieved by a careful

choice of the three parameters: the thickness, the pitch and the

bias voltage of the detector. Each point on this straight line will

represent an impact position of the a-particles on the rear con-

tact. The distance between the two a-peaks corresponds to the

pitch of the structure (615 pm). Assuming that ~5% of the dis-

tance can be easily determined, a position resolution of~ 30 ^m

should be achievable. Similar considerations can also be applied

for low-energy photons, electrons, and ions.

3) Energy Resolution: An important aspect concerning

possible applications of position-sensitive germanium detectors

with grooved structures is the practically achievable energy

resolution for a position element. The resolution figures will

strongly depend on the length and the cross section of the

grooves which surround the position element, i.e., on two

variables which determine the capacitance of the position

element to the neighboring elements.

In order to measure the energy resolution, one of the strips in

the middle of the structure (Fig. 2) was connected by bonding to

the encapsulated FET placed close to the detector together with

the feedback capacitor and resistor in the original Canberra

assembly (first stage of the Canberra 2002 preamplifier). The

neighboring strips were connected by bonding to the grounded

guard-ring. The influence of the infrared radiation on the

leakage current was reduced by covering the housing with the

lid. The rest of the preamplifier was placed outside the vacuum

chamber. After cooling the detector setup with liquid nitrogen,

a temperature of 92 K was achieved.

A typical energy spectrum of the low-energy photons from
241Am measured at the bias voltage of 1500 V with an am-

plifier shaping time of 10 ps is shown in Fig. 5. The resolu-

tion for 14-keV photons was slightly better and amounted to

0.72 keV [FWHM], The contribution of the preamplifier itself,

subsequently measured at 92 K without the strip-FET connec-

tion, was 0.42 keV [FWHM]. The resolution figures are far away
from those achievable with good commercial Ge detectors for

low-energy photons (for example 0.35 keV [FWHM] at60keV).

All ofthese results are preliminary, because the measuring setup

was far from being optimized (for example, vibrations due to the

vacuum pump, long distance between the FET and the preampli-

fier outside the vacuum chamber, encapsulated FET, problems

with the ground, . . .). Even better energy resolutions will prob-

ably be possible. Apart from the improvements of the measuring

setup, there are also certain chances to reduce the interstrip ca-

pacitance through a proper groove form (deeper and/or wider

grooves).

B. Unexpected Results: Charge Splitting Between Two
Adjacent Strips Measured With 5.8-MeV a-Particles Impinging

on the Structured a-Ge Contact

Surprising results were obtained for a-particles impinging

on the structured a-Ge contact, as shown in Fig. 6. No coinci-

dent signals were detected on the line which connects the two

a-peaks [Fig. 6(a)]. At the same time the detector was irradi-

ated with 661 -keV photons from 137
Cs. As shown in Fig. 6(b),

'•normal" coincident signals generated by fully absorbed pho-

tons were spread on the line that connects the two 7-peaks, in-

dicating no charge losses caused by the groove between the two

strips.

For a-particles, however, each of the preamplifiers connected

to the two strips delivered pulses of both polarities. The pulses

having proper positive polarity ranged up to the level of 1 10 mV,
whereas the pulses of "abnormal" polarity (negative) reached

only about half of this value. Furthermore, the intensity of the
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Fig. 6. Measurement of the charge splitting between two adjacent strips

simultaneously irradiated with 5.8-MeV r>-particles (
244Cm) and 661-keV

photons (
137

Cs). (a) Two parameter energy spectrum in 3-D presentation,

(b) Enlarged low-energy part of the spectrum shown above, but in 2-D
presentation. The gamma rays were added to show that: I ) the measurement
system was functioning properly; and 2) the charge collection was complete
for events generated by photons.
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positive pulses was higher than that of the negative ones. But the

most interesting point is that normally positive signals from one

of the strips occasionally coincided with "abnormal" negative

signals from the other strip and vice versa, as illustrated in Fig. 7.

In most cases, the difference of the pulse heights corresponded

to the energy of the a-particles.

Additional information can be extracted from the spectra

taken with the dual-parameter analysing system shown in

Fig. 8. Coincidentally registered "normal" Ei -pulses and in-

verted "abnormal" E 2 -pulses are shown in Fig. 8(a). "Normal"
E2 -pulses in coincidence with inverted "abnormal" Ei -pulses

are represented in Fig. 8(b).

• Inverted signals are always not higher than Ea/2.

• The majority of coincidently registered "normal" and in-

verted "abnormal" signals practically deliver the full en-

ergy of a-particles.

• Smaller part of the coincident signals have about the same
amplitudes.

Unfortunately, we have not been able to explain these effects.

Even more, one cannot state how large is the region from which

these "abnormal" pulses were coming. The measurements with

60-keV photons shown in Fig. 3 suggest only that this region
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Fig. 8. Coincident signals from two adjacent strips generated by 5.8-MeV
..-particles impinging on the structured a-Ge conlact. la) "Nonnal" E, output

ombined will l,t n cried R 2 output, (b) "Normal" E? output combined with

should be quite small. A scan with a small collimated photon

beam from one to the other strip could reveal the size of this

IV. Conclusion and Outlook

As expected, the measurements of the charge splitting be-

tween two adjacent strips on the structured a-Ge contact with

the aid of 60-keV photons irradiating this contact confirmed that

practically no measurable charge losses were caused by the exis-

tence of the groove between these strips. But the even stronger

proof with a-particles impinging on the structured a-Ge con-

tact revealed serious problems concerning charge collection in a

probably very small region just below the groove. Further inves-

tigations should be performed to find the cause for the inverted

signals and the size of the region of abnormal charge collection.

The same measurements as above should also be performed for

structured a-Ge contacts on p-type germanium.

Very accurate position measurements of a-particles hitting

the contact opposite to the strips could be performed through

proper adjustment of the bias voltage. Position accuracies

amounted to about 5% of the pitch are achievable. An in-

teresting avenue for further work would exploit the charge

splitting for short range charged particles or low energy photons

hitting the contact opposite to the strips just under readout to

achieve the best possible position resolution using a relatively

small number of readout chains.

Some progress is achievable concerning the improvement in

energy resolution, especially with regard to the interstrip capac-

itance. Deeper and wider grooves will reduce the contributions

of capacitance and dielectric noise to the energy resolution. In

addition, the readout of the position elements by means of chip

electronics should be a further step in the development of posi-

tion-sensitive germanium detectors.
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